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This is the year when everything changed.

This is the year we will never forget.

But this is also the year when we discovered that 

nothing can stand in the way of those who are committed to their purpose!

When I first started writing my message for the yearbook, the uncertainity of the 

pandemic  was unfurling and we knew not what was yet to come.

Today as I write this message I write it with a deep sense of gratitude and happiness.

It fills me with a sense of pride that sense of pride to have witnessed the phenemonal 

teamwork that ensured GGIS did not pause. A special thank you to my better half and a 

zealous part of GGIS family Arun Gupta who ensured we switch to online learning at 

the earliest without missing a single day!

The Kaleidoscope our sta� and students have shown in paving their path through 

uncertainity and fear is not only remarkable but also applaudable.

My dear teachers and students it is the strength within each one of us that helped each 

one of us face the storm and come out as even more adaptable, flexible and versatile 

individuals.

I congratulate each one of you for ensuring that learning never stops come what may!

To many more new experiences and learning.. Cheers!

Director's Message

Ms. Sonu Arun Gupta

Chief Mentor, GGIS
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When GGIS was founded the vision was to build a community of self reliant learners. 15 years back 

the vision itself was a forerunner of its times. We didnt want to teach students we wanted to guide 

them, mentor them towards a future of realising their potential to its fullest.

Today 15 years later I think we have been able to grow beautifully into a family of more than 10,000 

students, teachers and parents.

One of the most accelrating secrets to our growth has been the strong connect the parents have had 

with the school and teachers. 

GGIS is a community and each one of us closely bond with each other. 

Even during the pandemic the parents entrusted us with so much love and support that it made our 

boat sail smoothly.

I thank each one of our stakeholders for bracing up to the storm we all faced in 2020 and coming out 

of it more flexible, adaptable and reseillient.
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Spine awareness for Teachers 
                                                        - By Harsha Sunthwal

October  21st ; GG International School:  A Spine awareness programme was conducted for Teachers and 
educators  by the professors of Late Shree Fakirbhai Pansare Education Foundation (College of 
Physiotherary) at GG International School, Pune. The Educators  were sensitized about the importance of 
Spine care a major lookout in this pandemic. The School organized this event to celebrate World Spine Day 
as on 21st October 2021. The Theme for 2021 is BACK 2 BACK! As teachers have been shifted to online mode 
,they are  continuously working back 2 back to reach out the learners. For teachers well-being, GG 
International has taken up a step  ahead to proliferate teachers well-being as a primacy. 
The programme was organized by LSFPEF'S College of Physiotherapy. The speakers for the programme 
were DR. Shweta Pachpute (professor) , Dr Gargi Bhalekar (Asso.Prof. ) & Dr. Shruti Mulaokar (Asst. Prof) 
and their practicing students to guide the  teachers & educators. As increase in su�erings with low back 
pain at any one time , it remains the leading cause of years lived with disability. So to rehabilitate the 
community  and promote physical activity, good posture, responsible lifting and healthy working 
conditions were prime focus of speakers which encouraged teacher educators to look after their spines 
and stay active. 
The resource person highlights the spine problems faced by teachers and the objective of program was to 
deal with the spine related issues , improve flexibility ,strengthen the muscles and to do back exercises. 
Teachers were guided with few spinal stability and mobility exercises. These exercises concentrated on 
the di�erent parts of spine and lower back. Educators were advised to follow these exercises  for healthy 
and happy life.    
The Vice principal of GGIS  added, “As a responsible citizen and professionals, we are the ones to take care 
of our own health. We need to motivate ourselves for our own well –being.”  The entire sta� participated 
enthusiastically in the programme and appreciated the e�orts of the speakers and the school for 
organizing the stimulating programme for their sta�. 
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POST-EVENT SUMMARY REPORT
Name of the event- i-parent session  | Date - 21st June, 2021  | Mode of event- Online
Attendees - Above 100 | Organised by- GG INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL | Conducted by - Mr.Ankur Mehta

The session was commenced by Samyukta Gupta of class 12th-B by introducing Mr. Ankur Mehta, a 
motivational speaker and a counsellor for the i-parent session. This session was organised on 21st June 2021 
at 5pm. It was a virtual program wherein parents, teachers and children of all ages joined Mr. Mehta 
enthusiastically. It was streamed live on Facebook too. The main pointers which were covered in the 
session were

"This is not a letter but my arms around for a brief moment.”

• Parent's most common questions' answers like are they, as parents growing fast enough with their 
growing children. 

• Mr. Mehta consciously quoted that the parents can evolve more with their child only if they involve 
with them. 

• He explained the importance of addressing their child's emotions, just giving them their time is not 
enough, they should be physically and emotionally standing along with their child. 

• Parents should be happy around their children and bring positivity to them by seeing their side of the 
world which is full of wonders rather than worrying all the time about the external world full of 
tensions, worries and negativity was the main conclusion that can be drawn out form the entire 
session.

• Among the many takeaways, the most insightful is the realization of the importance of imbibing 
through involvement – to create a cohesive learning environment.Everyone appreciated Mr.Mehta for 
creating a platform that directs rather than sermonizes on the righteousness of the parenting 
responsibility.  

• The program moved towards its end beautifully by Mr. Mehta by answering a few questions raised by 
the parents. 

• Finally the session was put to an end by Shazneen of class 11th-D by thanking Mr.Mehta for his precious 
teachings and everyone who attended the session.
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The protraction of the pandemic has made us even more conscious of the necessity for skill development, 
in addition to attainment of knowledge to enable an individual to cope-up and succeed in facing the 
challenges in real-life, leading to his /her holistic progress. What we deeply desire for in this hour of need 
and confusion is a beacon of enlightenment, a pathfinder. 

The GGIS Student Body provides our young protégées with an active opportunity to evolve as a game 
changer, empowered with the skills of collaboration, leadership and responsibility, initiative and self-
direction, problem solving, flexibility and adaptation, a charismatic communicator.

The institution proudly celebrated this indomitable spirit of young talented leaders, commemorating 
them by means of a Virtual Investiture Ceremony, on the memorable evening of 19th June 2021. The 
members of GGIS Student Council 2021-22, elected by ballot, were formally sworn accountable to the glory 
of the organization and greater good of the society, in presence of a stellar audience.
Besides Ms Sonu Gupta (Chief Mentor of GGIS), Ms Bharti Bhagwani (Principal) and Ms Seethadevi 
Ramdas (VP), the occasion was graced by COVID frontline warrior DSP Smita Abhishek Patil. 

“True leaders will be those who empower others..”

GGIS CAREER CELL
HR CONCLAVE – REPORT -21-22
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The HR Conclave was hosted by GG international school. It was an event where we invited experts from 
the industry who would be sharing valuable knowledge with our students, Alumni and parents based on 
years of experience in the industry, managing and heading teams in leading companies.
The panel discussion during the conclave was moderated by our principal Mrs Bharti Bhagwani and the 
following topics will be discussed:
1) Competency skills expected by the companies during and after recruitment.
2) Creating a connect between industry & education.
3) Guidance related to skill development courses to help the students be ready to excel in the industry.
Objective of event:
To bring awareness among students about management and corporate skills required /The competency 
skills required to make a career in corporate.
P R Pandey Sir spoke about the importance of ethical attitude in work.
Abhijit Jorvekar sir pointed out respecting diversity and having a respectful attitude at work.
Kalpesh mentioned that when recruiting a candidate, they look for Inherent skills such as agility and 
energy, the persona of the applicant. Analytical thinking, dealing with data, interactions. Ability to grasp 
new technologies.
Mr Kumar Pandey pointed out that Change to grow in your professional skills and growth and before 
making a switch ask ourself “What is our objective?”

Abhijit Jorvekar , You can't execute without a team. Ideas come from individuals but we all work together 
as a team to execute the plan.

Mr  Sarfaraz Maner pointed out that while joining a team we need to look at the policies carefully and get 
to know about the work culture and the career related policy – development, promotion, career 
opportunities.
KT – skill development, relearning, competencies aren't fixed.
Communication 
Collaboration 
Critical thinking

Regards
GGIS Career cell 22



A remarkable celebration of progressive India- 75 glorious years of Independence by GGIS Pimpri
Sunday- 15 August 2021
GGIS, Pimpri

As the nation celebrates its 75th Independence Day, In GGIS Pimpri, Captain Pirzada Zahoor Gul- A GGIS 
Alumni unfurled the national flag and addressed the students on progressive India 'Nation First, Always 
First', COVID-19, national education policy, agricultural reforms and many more issues.
The celebration started with acknowledging the Guard of honour by our chief guest and escorting him to 
the dais by our chief mentor Mrs. Sonu Gupta and Principal Mrs. Bharti Bhagwani followed by unfurling the 
National flag. 
National anthem and flag song sung in unison to pay respect by GGIS sta� and students followed by paying 
homage to Mahatma Gandhi's sepulchral who was the harbinger of peace and truth.
Celebration started with prostrations to Mother India followed by a documentary which displayed a 
journey from struggle to our step on Mars and the remarkable progress made by we Indians and India as a 
growing super power which volunteered in providing vaccination to many countries in these hard times of 
pandemic. 
We showed the opinions of our youth who are the future of our India, Martyrs were remembered by the 
poem “Flag of my country” and it ended with the instrumental piece which ignited the feeling of patriotism 
in us by the GGIS band. 
Chief mentor Sonu Gupta and Principal Bharti Bhagwani had addressed on the Azadi ka Amrit festival and 
guided all of us to take oath to devout ourselves for the nation. It is not an exaggeration if I would say that 
the values, sanskars and training given by GGIS to their students was very well noticed when Alumni 
returned to alumnus mater as an Army Captain which itself the best tribute to our nation which made GGIS 
heart pu� up with honour and pride. It ended with the vote of thanks proposed by Head boy and Head girl 
of GGIS.
This celebration invoked the determination towards the progress of our country and “Unity in diversity”. It 
was indeed an unforgettable program on 75 Independence day by GGIS and set a benchmark for others.
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Date: 26th November 2021     

The existence and successful survival of 'Democracy' in such diverse conditions is the most celebrated  fact 
about our country and our Constitution is its backbone.
To reinforce the significance and importance of Constitution the Government of India declared 26th of 
November as the Constitution Day in remembrance of the Father of Indian Constitution, Dr. B.R. Ambedkar.  
In GG International School, a Special Assembly was conducted by the students of Grade 9 on the occasion 
of Constitution Day. The celebration started with a beautiful thought for the day, “If I find the Constitution 
being misused, I shall be the first to burn it.” – by Dr. B.R. Ambedkar. 
• It was then followed by the reading of the Preamble by the students and the teachers. Students 
were also informed about the initiative taken by the Government of India. The 1st portal was the one that 
facilitated an online reading of the Preamble to the Constitution available in 23 languages from November 
26 onwards, and which contained a calligraphed copy of the Preamble that audiences can download and 
print after registering themselves on the portal.
• The students also explained the meaning of the ideals, SOVEREIGN, SOCIALIST, SECULAR, 
DEMOCRATIC, REPUBLIC for better understanding of the Preamble.
• Then, the students were asked to solve an online quiz on Constitutional Democracy 
(mpa.nic.in/constitution-day) that was launched on November 26 by the government. It was a simple 
digital quiz with the purpose of 'jan bhagidari (public participation)' having very simple and basic 
questions on Indian Constitution and its democracy with special reference to fundamental duties 
enshrined therein.
• The students also gave an overview of the Fundamental Duties to ensure that the students are 
easily able to solve the quiz. Everyone would get certificate as the purpose of quiz was to popularize the 
basic values of Indian constitution and parliamentary democracy and not to test their knowledge.
Then, at the end of the assembly, our National song- 'Vande Mataram' as sung by all the students. 

GG INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
Celebration of Constitution Day 2021
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On 05th February 2022, the premises of GG International School, Pimpri branch scintillated 
with presence of eminent personalities, distinguished speakers, experienced educators 
.The energy could be seen on the faces of all, right from the beginning.The ceremony 
coincided with the blessed occasion of  Basant Panchami hence the program commenced 
with Saraswati  Puja, followed by Guru Naman song and a warm welcome of dignitaries.Ms. 
Bharti Bhagwani, the Principal of GGIS enlightened everyone about journey of Guruvarya 
Awards and shared glimpses of the new GGIS Campus in BavdhanThe Goel Ganga 
Foundation felicitated 5 awardees under 5 di�erent categories, the list goes as follows:
• Benchmark activities of school - Ms.  SwatiSmita Mishra for her innovative teaching 
strategies 
• Award for Educational initiatives for upliftment of children in rural areas - Mr.Balaji 
Baburao Jadhav for imparting education to his students during the lockdown via 
conference calls. 
• Award for excellence in sports- Mr.Samiran Kolhe for creating history by reaching the 
summit of two peaks on the same day with his women’s team. 
•  Excellence in philanthropic activities as a school - Adv. Vrushali  J Datar for taking e�ort 
for overall development of students especially in rural areas and conducting various events 
, programs for that purpose. 
• Student Mentoring – Mr. Rajnikant Sukhsham Mendhe,for starting project ‘Home 
Schooling’ in his school. 

The GV Awardees spoke briefly about their journey while receiving the award and 
expressed their gratitude towards the school and foundation for acknowledging their 
e�orts. After the felicitation ceremony  a soulful dance performance was presented by the 
students of GG International School composed on  Guru Ashtakum written by Aadi 
Shakanacharya.
During the Guruvarya Award Ceremony, teachers who had successfully completed 10 years 
of service at GGIS were also felicitated and honoured. The list of teachers and sta� 
honoured during the function is as follows:
• Mrs. Dhruvi Bhatia (Academic Head, Sr. Secondary Section),
• Mrs. Pankaja Patil(Academic Head Pre Primary, Grade 1 and 2),
• Mr. Tushar Awate(HOD Sports),
• Mrs. Hemangi Despande(Science Teacher) , 
• Mrs. Deepali Dixit (Biology Teacher)
• Mrs. ShailaRani Shinde (Maths Teacher),
• Mrs. Mohini Shripad Joshi (Admission Counsellor,GGIS),
• Mr. Aalap Rakesh Srivasatava  (Music Teacher),
• Mrs. Deepika Jaysingh (Pre Primary Teacher)
• Mrs. Kalwant Kaur(Pre Primary Teacher)
• Mr. Bharat Sonar (Multi-tasking sta�)
The day came to a fruitful end with the Vote of Thanks proposed by 
Ms. Bharti Bhagwani, Principal, GGIS.

5TH ANNUAL GURUVARYA AWARDS 2021-22
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Date: 07/08/2021                                              Day:   Saturday            Venue: Online (Zoom)
Topic- “Underrated Career Options-Follow your dreams”
While some jobs look like the best and most desirable occupations on the planet, they often do not 
provide all that they perceive. In fact, some jobs are simply overrated. On the other hand, there are jobs 
that on the outside seem like the worst jobs to ever have. However, they are actually not too bad and can 
be quite fulfilling.
Students of grade IXB and D presented their views on some selected underrated career options, which are 
not getting the required appreciation from our society. They tried to portray how to think out of the box 
and how selection of a career can make them successful.
Parent nowadays want their kids to choose main stream professions, but students of 9B want to give a 
message to them. They performed a skit on a group of students who are being troubled by their parents to 
choose the main stream career options, whereas they want to listen to their heart and go for career which 
can give them satisfaction & happiness. They showed the interview of a well established gamer(Aryan 
Kaushik), Artist(Divyanshi Samantary) and students presented a beautiful video on photography as a 
profession. Students also performed a wonderful dance performance.
Students of 9D presented a skit on few children attending a career guidance workshop and how they come 
to a conclusion on their career selection. They presented, agriculture, dance, music etc. as successful career 
options.
The narrators, the script writers, the IT Department and the Art Dept. supported a lot to bring the 
presentation to a huge success and one of the memorable one. 
The presentation was highly appreciated and applauded by the audience and all our mentors and teachers.

                                                                  CLASS PRESENTATION of STD: IX B & D

POST-EVENT SUMMARY REPORT
Name of the event- i-parent session 
Date - 21st June, 2021 
Mode of event- Online
Attendees - Above 100
Organised by- GG INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
Conducted by - Mr.Ankur Mehta

"This is not a letter but my arms around for a brief moment.”

The session was commenced by Samyukta Gupta of class 12th-B by introducing Mr. Ankur Mehta, a 
motivational speaker and a counsellor for the i-parent session. This session was organised on 21st June 2021 
at 5pm. It was a virtual program wherein parents, teachers and children of all ages joined Mr. Mehta 
enthusiastically. It was streamed live on Facebook too. The main pointers which were covered in the 
session were
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Report of World Environmental Day

5 June2021
Only when last tree has been cut, the last river has been poisoned and the last fish has been caught, will we 
realize that we cannot eat money."
With the same quote, World environment day was celebrated in GGIS.  In this lockdown situation, Online 
platform special day was celebrated. To spread the awareness, Status of what sup was updated by all sta� 
and student of GGIS. Awareness video was also prepared by students of grade 9 and shred with all.
world environment  day comes with a promise to save our environment and world.
The theme for World Environment Day 2021 is “Ecosystem restoration”.
save the green and blue before our future generation have to experience very thing black.
A small step to save the earth is in our hands, just plant a small sapling today. Pledge were taken up by 
Student
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• Parent's most common questions' answers like are they, as parents growing fast enough with their 
growing children. 

• Mr. Mehta consciously quoted that the parents can evolve more with their child only if they involve 
with them. 

• He explained the importance of addressing their child's emotions, just giving them their time is not 
enough, they should be physically and emotionally standing along with their child. 

• Parents should be happy around their children and bring positivity to them by seeing their side of the 
world which is full of wonders rather than worrying all the time about the external world full of 
tensions, worries and negativity was the main conclusion that can be drawn out form the entire 
session.

• Among the many takeaways, the most insightful is the realization of the importance of imbibing 
through involvement – to create a cohesive learning environment.Everyone appreciated Mr.Mehta for 
creating a platform that directs rather than sermonizes on the righteousness of the parenting 
responsibility.

• The program moved towards its end beautifully by Mr. Mehta by answering a few questions raised by 
the parents. 

Finally the session was put to an end by Shazneen of class 11th-D by thanking Mr.Mehta for his precious 
teachings and everyone who attended the session.

Inter-house Activity: Pot Design Drawing
Date: 4th September 2021

Classes: 9th to 12th
 “A concerted e�ort to preserve our heritage is a vital link to our cultural, educational, aesthetic, 
inspirational and economic legacies – all of the things that quite literally make us who we are.” 

The House system is of great importance during school life. Its function to inculcate the spirit of healthy 
competition among students and encourage it within school. The inter – house activities give all students 
the opportunity to participate in various activities with the aim of raising self-esteem, developing self-
confidence and giving opportunities for teamwork and leadership skill beyond those already available 
within school.

As we know that we want overall development of our students and want them to take part in 
extracurricular to use their creativity and potential in a positive way. In the context of that we had a house 
meeting with all our di�erent houses such as Abhimanyu, Shravan, Chanakya, Dhruv, Eklavya and 
Vivekananda. As 7th activity, we had an art based individual activity 'POT DESIGN DRAWING'.
Art is important for children especially during their early development. Research shows that art activities 
develop brain capacity in early childhood. Art engages children's senses in open-ended play and supports 
the development of cognitive, social-emotional and multisensory skills. As a part of interhouse activity, 
students were asked to draw any pot shape on a white paper and draw a two-dimensional design of 
designed pots. Their imaginations resulted in many wonderful pot design bot sketches as well as paintings.
Overall the students en
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Inter-house Activity-Report –“Snakes & Ladder”

Date: 4th Nov, 2021      Day: Saturday
Class: I & II Time: 9:30am -10:15am       
Learning Objective:
Understanding the importance of healthy diet and physical fitness through play way method.
Learning Outcome:
To reinforce the numbers concept, addition and subtraction etc.
Teaching children about healthy eating is vital for their future health. Through this activity students had 
fun in making their own snakes and ladder with healthy and unhealthy eating habits. 
Snake and ladder game allows students to understand the concept of Mathematics easily. In addition, 
students can be exposed to the operations of addition and subtraction indirectly and it is also a suitable 
activity for leisure time. This is to promote social skills and interaction among the players.
It o�ers lots of opportunities to develop language, mathematical and physical skills
Saturday 4th November 2021, the students of Grade I and Grade II, of GG International School enjoyed Inter 
House Activity –“Snakes & Ladder”.
Feedback : This interhouse activity was liked by the rest of family member who played with the students. 
Grandparents, parents, siblings were equally part of this fun learning and it gave a great opportunity to 
spend time with their kids and cherish these moments.
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6 Days Fitness Challenge- Yoga Session Report

The most awaited, 6 days Fitness Challenge finally got a kick start on an online platform. The Parent 
Community and stakeholders of GGIS picked up the gauntlet. For International Yoga Day ,an idea first 
proposed by our Hon'ble Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi, during his speech at the United Nations 
General Assembly (UNGA), on 27th September 2014.  GGIS had planned a range of collaborative activities 
chalked out for our students and their families, in regards to it. 
This year due to social distancing measures adopted by most of the countries, the theme set by the United 
Nations is In order to support this theme and accepting fitness challenge “Yoga for Health – Yoga at Home”. 
,our parents had not let any stoned turn back. 
Few minutes of Yoga during the day can be a great way to get rid of stress that accumulates daily, in both, 
body and the mind. Yoga postures, Pranayama and meditation are e�ective techniques to release stress.
Meditation is relaxation and rejuvenates the body and mind. With this aim in mind, a workshop was 
organized for six-days commencing as on the 14th June, 2021, for which the duration was of 1 hour daily  for 
the Parent Community. The yoga instructor, Ms. Abira Sarkar,  a multi-faceted personality, who  assists 
senior teachers with various courses organized by the Art of Living foundation and an enthusiastic yoga 
practitioner took yoga session with great dedication. The teachers and parents participated with full 
interest, enthusiasm and eagerness.
The session began  at 6: 00 am ,early in the morning, significantly beneficial for heightening our 
productivity and alertness throughout the rest of the day. The Yoga session began by seeking the blessings 
of the Almighty by chanting the Gayatri Mantra. Asanas starting with warming up and stretching were 
followed by a series of Padmasanas, Sukhasan, Tadasana, BhujangAsana and ending with Shavasana. 
Exercises for relieving stress, reducing joint pain and enhancing the flexibility of the back were also done 
for the benefit of the teachers and parents. 
Day 2 : Ms. Abira sarkar shared the importance of extending our horizons by doing yoga , as it  Energizes, 
and integrates our mind, body, and spirit, Improves self-awareness, health, and flexibility, makes us 
stronger and grounded with yoga's poses, and  improves our breath-work & insights.

“Kami Art (Origami) on
Animals Landscape (Scenery)”

Students made origami of the animals which turned out to beautiful scenery. For grade 2 students this 
activity was integrated with EVS and they gave wonderful messages and created awareness amongst 
all.Stop water pollution save marine life, lets live together happy and treat all equal, be kind to animals, 
save tigers, water is life treat it right, save forest save animals, no water –no life- no blue- no green etc.
To develop love and kindness towards the animals our students participated in this activity and turned the 
saying into real “It is rightly said to judge the heart of a man, look at the way he treats an animal”. Love all 
love life.

Attached are few photos of the creativity done by our students which came into real with amazing art and 
message.
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Day 3: A high intensity Yoga session was conducted, the kind of cardio-driven, butt-busting yoga to 
metabolize, while the primary goal of vinyasana tends to be flexibility. The Yoga instructor explained 
about Power yoga which focuses on the body, while vinyasana is more focused on the breath. Few chair 
yoga poses for seniors or adults unable to perform mat asanas were performed by instructor.  The best part 
of an seated asanas is that it's easy to adapt to older adult's abilities.
The Principal ,Mrs. Bharti Bhagwani, motivated the Parents & sta� and conveyed the importance of making 
yoga an integral part of our daily life by extending the practice of yoga beyond the mat. The workshop 
concluded on 19th June,2021  with an interactive session between the instructor and the parents in which 
the queries  were addressed satisfactorily. The sessions were very refreshing, reviving and relaxing. 
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Inter-house Activity: Gandhi Jayanti Activity
Date: 02nd October 2021

Classes: 9th to 12th
 “A concerted e�ort to preserve our heritage is a vital link to our cultural, educational, aesthetic, 
inspirational and economic legacies – all of the things that quite literally make us who we are.” 

The House system is of great importance during school life. Its function to inculcate the spirit of healthy 
competition among students and encourage it within school. The inter – house activities give all students 
the opportunity to participate in various activities with the aim of raising self-esteem, developing self-
confidence and giving opportunities for teamwork and leadership skill beyond those already available 
within school.

As we know that we want overall development of our students and want them to take part in 
extracurricular to use their creativity and potential in a positive way. In the context of that we had a house 
meeting with all our di�erent houses such as Abhimanyu, Shravan, Chanakya, Dhruv, Eklavya and 
Vivekananda. As eighth activity on Oct 2nd. we conducted an activity based on Gandhian Philosophies and 
Ideologies.
Gandhian ideology is the set of religious and social ideas adopted and developed by Mahatma Gandhi, first 
during his period in South Africa from 1893 to 1914, and later in India. The philosophy exists on several 
planes - the spiritual or religious, moral, political, economic, social, individual and collective. Various 
ideologies are truth and non-violence, Satyagraha, Sarvodaya, Swaraj, Trusteeship and Swadeshi.
Students from grade 9 to 12 were asked to work in groups. They were explained the details about these 
activities beforehand. On October 2nd, students joined the respective class teacher in Zoom and they 
were allotted breakout rooms for doing the research work on any one Gandhian Ideology. After 20 
minutes, they presented their research work. Some students presented their work with the help of a 
PowerPoint presentation whereas some did as a speech/Reporting.
The activity was conducted very smoothly and all the students enjoyed it a lot.

Inter-house Activity: Quiz on Current A�airs
Date: 03rd July 2021
Classes: 9th to 12th

 “A concerted e�ort to preserve our heritage is a vital link to our cultural, educational, aesthetic, inspirational and 
economic legacies – all of the things that quite literally make us who we are.” 
The House system is of great importance during school life. Its function to inculcate the spirit of healthy competition 
among students and encourage it within school. The inter – house activities give all students the opportunity to 
participate in various activities with the aim of raising self-esteem, developing self-confidence and giving 
opportunities for teamwork and leadership skill beyond those already available within school.
As we know that we want overall development of our students and want them to take part in extracurricular to use 
their creativity and potential in a positive way. In the context of that we had a house meeting with all our di�erent 
houses such as Abhimanyu, Shravan, Chanakya, Dhruv, Eklavya and Vivekananda. As third activity on July 3rd. we 
conducted quiz competition based on current a�airs & general knowledge. 
Quiz competitions engage your audience in a unique and fun way and connect them to your learning material. Here 
there were total five rounds. Each house was asked one question in each round and was awarded ten points if their 
answer was correct. In case that question was passed, the very next house gets the chance to answer and if correct 
they were awarded five points. First round was General Awareness round, were each house was asked one questions 
based on current a�air issues which includes general awareness. Second round was Visual Round, were each house 
was shown pictures of some great personalities and were asked to identify them. Third round was again based on 
general awareness. Fourth round was an interesting round where an audio clip was played and each house was 
asked to identify the speaker. Last round was based on Logos from six di�erent universities all around the world, 
were shown and students identified the universities. 34



Inter-house Activity: Movie Making (Finalizing of Topic &script)

Date: 5th June 2021
Classes: 9th to 12th

“A concerted e�ort to preserve our heritage is a vital link to our cultural, educational, aesthetic, 
inspirational and economic legacies – all of the things that quite literally make us who we are.” 
The House system is of great importance during school life. Its function to inculcate the spirit of healthy 
competition among students and encourage it within school. The inter – house activities give all students 
the opportunity to participate in various activities with the aim of raising self-esteem, developing self-
confidence and giving opportunities for teamwork and leadership skill beyond those already available 
within school.
As we know that we want overall development of our students and want them to take part in 
extracurricular to use their creativity and potential in a positive way. In the context of that we had a house 
meeting with all our di�erent houses such as Abhimanyu, Shravan, Chanakya, Dhruv, Eklavya and 
Vivekananda. As our first and very important activity we have given the opportunity of movie making to 
our students which should mirror our society. 
On June 5th, we made breakout rooms in zoom platform and students of each house joined. We as teacher 
played the role of facilitator and gave them freedom of choice and expression and to take decision among 
themselves. They were asked to decide title, distribute responsibility such as editing, directing, making 
script and character assignment to various members of their particular group. They are given a time span of 
10 days for making a very touching and impactful documentary of 5 minutes which will be judged when 
they are ready on a given pre-decided day.
 We are looking forward to watch their talent and creativity.

 “A concerted e�ort to preserve our heritage is a vital link to our cultural, educational, aesthetic, 
inspirational and economic legacies – all of the things that quite literally make us who we are.” 

The House system is of great importance during school life. Its function to inculcate the spirit of healthy 
competition among students and encourage it within school. The inter – house activities give all students 
the opportunity to participate in various activities with the aim of raising self-esteem, developing self-
confidence and giving opportunities for teamwork and leadership skill beyond those already available 
within school.

As we know that we want overall development of our students and want them to take part in 
extracurricular to use their creativity and potential in a positive way. In the context of that we had a house 
meeting with all our di�erent houses such as Abhimanyu, Shravan, Chanakya, Dhruv, Eklavya and 
Vivekananda. As fifth activity on August 7th. we conducted an Essay writing Competition on Finding 
Happiness. 
Teachers shared a well-being form during the previous Class Teacher Period, that was filled by all students 
from Grade IX to XII. After submission of the test, each student got a report on their well being and 
happiness. Students were asked to save the PDF. On 7th students wrote an essay on the topic Finding 
Happiness. This will be considered as a part of English Portfolio for each grade.
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Inter-house Activity: Countering Pseudo Sciences
Date: 17th July 2021
Classes: 9th to 12th

“A concerted e�ort to preserve our heritage is a vital link to our cultural, educational, aesthetic, 
inspirational and economic legacies – all of the things that quite literally make us who we are.” 

The House system is of great importance during school life. Its function to inculcate the spirit of healthy 
competition among students and encourage it within school. The inter – house activities give all students 
the opportunity to participate in various activities with the aim of raising self-esteem, developing self-
confidence and giving opportunities for teamwork and leadership skill beyond those already available 
within school.

As we know that we want overall development of our students and want them to take part in 
extracurricular to use their creativity and potential in a positive way. In the context of that we had a house 
meeting with all our di�erent houses such as Abhimanyu, Shravan, Chanakya, Dhruv, Eklavya and 
Vivekananda. As fourth activity on July 17th. we conducted Research on Countering Pseudo Science 
Beliefs. 
There are many beliefs which are quite popular among us, which don't have any scientific validation. 
Students were asked to take one such topic which can be proved to be a pseudoscience. They worked as 
group on a single topic. They did background study on the topic and collected data based on it, its 
applications and finally concluded with proofs showing that they don't have any scientific base. Eklavya, 
Vivekananda, Shravan and Abhimanyu hpuses performed very well, some houses had the report pre-
recorded, whereas some did it live.

Inter-house Activity: Adding Rhythm to life
Date: 21st August 2021

Classes: 9th to 12th

 “A concerted e�ort to preserve our heritage is a vital link to our cultural, educational, aesthetic, 
inspirational and economic legacies – all of the things that quite literally make us who we are.” 

The House system is of great importance during school life. Its function to inculcate the spirit of healthy 
competition among students and encourage it within school. The inter – house activities give all students 
the opportunity to participate in various activities with the aim of raising self-esteem, developing self-
confidence and giving opportunities for teamwork and leadership skill beyond those already available 
within school.

As we know that we want overall development of our students and want them to take part in 
extracurricular to use their creativity and potential in a positive way. In the context of that we had a house 
meeting with all our di�erent houses such as Abhimanyu, Shravan, Chanakya, Dhruv, Eklavya and 
Vivekananda. As 6th activity, we had a dance based actvity' Adding Rhythm to Life'
On August 21st, we made breakout rooms in zoom platform and students of each house joined. We as 
teacher played the role of facilitator and gave them freedom of choice and expression and to take decision 
among themselves. They were asked to decide about one rare dance form and do background study on the 
same.  During the next week Class teacher period students presented their work. They spoke about the 
dance form in detail as well as few presented the dance choreographed by them.
Overall the students enjoyed this activity a lot.
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Inter-house Activity: Countering Pseudo Sciences
Date: 17th July 2021
Classes: 9th to 12th

“A concerted e�ort to preserve our heritage is a vital link to our cultural, educational, aesthetic, 
inspirational and economic legacies – all of the things that quite literally make us who we are.” 

The House system is of great importance during school life. Its function to inculcate the spirit of healthy 
competition among students and encourage it within school. The inter – house activities give all students 
the opportunity to participate in various activities with the aim of raising self-esteem, developing self-
confidence and giving opportunities for teamwork and leadership skill beyond those already available 
within school.

As we know that we want overall development of our students and want them to take part in 
extracurricular to use their creativity and potential in a positive way. In the context of that we had a house 
meeting with all our di�erent houses such as Abhimanyu, Shravan, Chanakya, Dhruv, Eklavya and 
Vivekananda. As fourth activity on July 17th. we conducted Research on Countering Pseudo Science 
Beliefs. 
There are many beliefs which are quite popular among us, which don't have any scientific validation. 
Students were asked to take one such topic which can be proved to be a pseudoscience. They worked as 
group on a single topic. They did background study on the topic and collected data based on it, its 
applications and finally concluded with proofs showing that they don't have any scientific base. Eklavya, 
Vivekananda, Shravan and Abhimanyu hpuses performed very well, some houses had the report pre-
recorded, whereas some did it live.

Inter-house Activity: Adding Rhythm to life
Date: 21st August 2021

Classes: 9th to 12th

 “A concerted e�ort to preserve our heritage is a vital link to our cultural, educational, aesthetic, 
inspirational and economic legacies – all of the things that quite literally make us who we are.” 

The House system is of great importance during school life. Its function to inculcate the spirit of healthy 
competition among students and encourage it within school. The inter – house activities give all students 
the opportunity to participate in various activities with the aim of raising self-esteem, developing self-
confidence and giving opportunities for teamwork and leadership skill beyond those already available 
within school.

As we know that we want overall development of our students and want them to take part in 
extracurricular to use their creativity and potential in a positive way. In the context of that we had a house 
meeting with all our di�erent houses such as Abhimanyu, Shravan, Chanakya, Dhruv, Eklavya and 
Vivekananda. As 6th activity, we had a dance based actvity' Adding Rhythm to Life'
On August 21st, we made breakout rooms in zoom platform and students of each house joined. We as 
teacher played the role of facilitator and gave them freedom of choice and expression and to take decision 
among themselves. They were asked to decide about one rare dance form and do background study on the 
same.  During the next week Class teacher period students presented their work. They spoke about the 
dance form in detail as well as few presented the dance choreographed by them.
Overall the students enjoyed this activity a lot.
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Inter-house Activity: Doodle Art Designing
Date: 19th June 2021
Classes: 9th to 12th

“A concerted e�ort to preserve our heritage is a vital link to our cultural, educational, aesthetic, 
inspirational and economic legacies – all of the things that quite literally make us who we are.” 

The House system is of great importance during school life. Its function to inculcate the spirit of healthy 
competition among students and encourage it within school. The inter – house activities give all students 
the opportunity to participate in various activities with the aim of raising self-esteem, developing self-
confidence and giving opportunities for teamwork and leadership skill beyond those already available 
within school.

As we know that we want overall development of our students and want them to take part in 
extracurricular to use their creativity and potential in a positive way. In the context of that we had a house 
meeting with all our di�erent houses such as Abhimanyu, Shravan, Chanakya, Dhruv, Eklavya and 
Vivekananda. As second activity we have given the opportunity of designing doodle patterns using 
geometrical shapes. 
On June 19th, we showed them a sample design of doodle art using geometrical shapes. Doodling helps 
you pay attention, also gives an emotional outlet.  If you have trouble communicating or putting emotions 
into words, doodling can help you express your feelings, even calm you down if you're frustrated, anxious 
or depressed. The mental state of doodling is between awareness and daydreaming, which makes it great 
for new, creative ideas. It relaxes you just enough that something in the back of your mind can come to 
fruition naturally. Most importantly, doodling actually keeps you focused by creating just enough 
stimulation to prevent your brain from reverting to its default state, or “spacing out.”
 We are looking forward to watch their talent and creativity.
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SR. NO. NAME OF THE STUDENT CLASS EVENT PLACE AGE GROUP

1 MAYURESH BORSE VI D CHESS ONLINE 5TH UNDER 13 YEARS BOYS

1ST ALL INDIA PEFI ONLINE CHESS TOURNAMENT - ONLINE

ORGANIZED BY: UP CHESS ASSOCIATION
HELD ON - 6TH OCTOBER TO 8TH OCTOBER 2021

SR. NO. NAME OF THE STUDENT CLASS EVENT PLACE AGE GROUP

1 SRUJAN DESAI VI C CHESS ONLINE 3RD OPEN

ONLINE CHESS TOURNAMENT ORGANIZED BY GANGJI CHESS ACADEMY

HELD ON - 25TH SEPT2021

SR. NO. NAME OF THE STUDENT CLASS EVENT PLACE AGE GROUP

1 SRUJAN DESAI VI C CHESS ONLINE 5TH OPEN

27TH NOV 2021

ORGANIZED BY: GANGJI CHESS ACADEMY

ONLINE INTER CLASS CHESS TOURNAMENT 

SR. NO. NAME OF THE STUDENT CLASS EVENT PLACE AGE GROUP

1 RISHAAN KHANDELWAL VI A CHESS ONLINE GOLD OPEN

ONLINE  CHESS TOURNAMENT ORGANIZED BY - GANGJI CHESS ACADEMY
HELD ON - 25TH DECEMBER 2021

SR. NO. NAME OF THE STUDENT CLASS EVENT PLACE AGE GROUP

1 RISHAAN KHANDELWAL VI A CHESS ONLINE GOLD OPEN

ONLINE  CHESS TOURNAMENT ORGANIZED BY - GANGJI CHESS ACADEMY
HELD ON - 29TH JAN 2022

SR. NO. NAME OF THE STUDENT CLASS EVENT PLACE AGE GROUP

1 VRUSHANK SOLANKE V C CHESS 4TH UNDER 13 YEARS BOYS

HELD ON: 6TH FEB 2022

1ST SUNDAY RAPID CHESS TOURNAMENT

ORGANIZED BY: MENON CHESS ACADEMY
HELD AT: MENON CHESS CLUB- NIGDI)

Sports 

Achivements
Sports 

Achivements
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STATUS: 2nd 

POSITION

SR. NO. NAME OF PLAYERS CLASS

1 SAI PATIL IX

2 NEEL SINARE IX

3 DEVANSH VAMAN IX

4 MITANSH CHOUDHARY IX

5 GOURAV CHOUDHARY IX

6 MADHAV ABHAY IX

7 MANTHAN SHINDE IX

8 DAKSHA LALWANI VIII

AGE GROUP : UNDER 14 YEARS BOYS

SNBP PREMIER LEAGUE - FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT

ORGANIZED BY, SPORTS SPIRIT FOOTBALL ACADEMY, PUNE                                           

HELD AT: SNBP SCHOOL, WAGHOLI, PUNE

HELD ON: 5TH & 6TH DECEMBER 2021
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GOLD SILVER BRONZE

1 2 0

MERIT

MERIT 03

SR. NO. NAME OF THE STUDENT CLASS EVENT STATUS CATEGORY AGE GROUP

500 METERS RINK RACE GOLD

1000 METERS RINK RACE SILVER

1500 METERS ROAD RACE SILVER

12TH & 13TH NOVEMBER 2021

1 VISHWAJEET MASULKAR VII QUAD 11 TO 14 YEARS BOYS

RSFI SKATING DISTRICT LEVEL CHAMPIONSHIP
HELD AT: SHIVACHATRAPATI BALEWADI STADIUM & VIMAN NAGAR SKATING TRACK, PUNE

GOLD SILVER BRONZE

0 2 1

MERIT

MERIT 03

SR. NO. NAME OF THE STUDENT CLASS EVENT STATUS CATEGORY AGE GROUP

RINK RACE 200 METERS SILVER

ROAD ELIMINATION 15 KM BRONZE

ROAD 100 METERS SILVER

RSFI SKATING STATE SELECTIONS
HELD AT: VIMAN NAGAR INTERNATIONAL SKATING TRACK & BALEWADI, PUNE

HELD ON: 30TH OCTOBER 2021

1 ISHAN BHOSALE IX C INLINE UNDER 14 YEARS BOYS
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GOLD SILVER BRONZE

3 1 2

TOTAL MERITS - 06

MEDAL TALLY

AERO MARTIAL ARTS - 

TEAM EVENT

CATEGORY PLACE PLACE

1 ADIJA SHINDE IX UNDER 18 GIRLS UNDER 42 KG BRONZE GOLD

2 SHIMOLI ASHISH IX UNDER 18 GIRLS UNDER 50 KG BRONZE GOLD

3 NANDIKA NAIR
IX

UNDER 18 GIRLS
OPEN WEIGHT 

CATEGORY
SILVER GOLD

4 MISBAH AHMED X UNDER 18 GIRLS UNDER 52 KG GOLD GOLD

5 AVANEESH SHINGARE IX UNDER 18 BOYS UNDER 53 KG GOLD GOLD

8TH STATE LEVEL TANG SOO DO CHAMPIONSHIP - 2021

ORGANIZED BY: NASHIK DISTRICT TANG SOO DO ASSOCIATION
 HELD ON: 30TH - 31ST  OCTOBER 2021

INDIVIDUAL SPARRING

EVENT

NAME OF THE STUDENT CLASS AGE GROUPSR. NO.

ALL STUDENTS ARE QUALIFIED FOR NATIONALS
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SR. NO. NAME OF THE STUDENT CLASS BELT GRADE

1 AARYAV AGARWAL II YELLOW A+

2 ADITI MUTALE II BAVDHAN YELLOW A 

3 AKSHADA AGARWAL III YELLOW A

4 PRISHA KUNDAR III YELLOW A+

5 SAEE DESHMUKH IV YELLOW A

6 SHREYA SAWANT IV YELLOW A

7 AARYA PATIL IV GREEN A+

8 ANAGHA JAGDALE III GREEN A

9 ARNA JAIN IV GREEN A+

10 ARUSHI UPADHYE VI GREEN A+

11 AVNEET KAUR VIRDI III GREEN A

12 DHRITI MUKHOPADHYAY IV GREEN A+

13 KASHAF SIKALGAR VIII GREEN A

14 KRIYESHA BAFNA III GREEN A+

15 SHREYA SAWANT IV GREEN A

16 DEVYANI PAWAR VI GREEN ONE A

17 DHAIRYA PATIL VII GREEN ONE A+

18 REHAN PILLAI VII GREEN ONE A

19 SHUBHRA SHINDE IV GREEN ONE A+

20 ADITI AGNIHOTRI VI BLUE ONE A

21 REEHA BANGI VI BLUE ONE A

22 SAESHA LAL VI BLUE ONE A

23 YAJAT LAL VII BLUE ONE A+

24 AVANEESH SHINGARE IX RED A+

25 SHARANYA SINDGI VIII RED A

26 ADIJA SHINDE IX RED ONE A+

GG INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL
TAEKWONDO BELT GRADATION - ONLINE 2021-22
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When the mind is at peace

And the heart is filled with love

When we don't judge people for just being

When we are not scared to leave toxic relationships

When we realise its ok to not fit in

When we embrace failure

And learn from it

When aggression is condemned

Love, compassion , empathy and kindness is encouraged

When humanity has not lost its way

That's how dear people

We learn to live.

When the mind is at peace
Shraddha Sonawane

Class 11 D, Roll No. 14

I was thinking about the poem 

' Where the mind is without fear '

by Rabindranath Tagore and

that's when I wrote this Poem.

This one is highly inspired by Tagore's poem. 
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“Speak to Lead” is a Public Speaking Program that provides experiential workshops and practical 
opportunities for students to radiate confidence in their own communication and leadership skills 
for personal growth and social intelligence in a variety of speaking situations. 
The curriculum offered utilizes a network of inter institutional connections between our 
community partners in a lecture format, group and one to one discussion. To the end, the goal of 
Speak to Lead club is to provide the practical opportunity for each student at their own pace to 
develop their own communication and leadership skills through a positive experience.

Speak to Lead Club
  Speak to Lead club is a growing club with a motivated learners who take up speaking a passion and not as a tension!
The Club shares the interest and provides encouragement and motivation to do more and speak more taking a lead. 
The teacher incharge provides a supportive and positive learning experience, in which members are empowered to 
develop communication and leadership skills, resulting in greater self-confidence and personal growth.
The club emphasized on the need of  taking lead in speaking. The learners were introduced to the Do's and Don'ts for 
public speaking. Students were prepared for Ted Talk considering the points. The Club Incharge made every member 
understand the 3C's required to Communicate properly with some Demo. Members of the Club presented their 
views considering all C's while speaking about the topic came from spinner to them. There is a di�erence in writing 
on paper and to be expressive while speaking and to put in words becomes di�cult , so to overcome weakness of 
voicing out in formal language ,Students were asked to take up an activity with  Chatter pix App.

Di�erent forums of speaking such as public speaking, Group discussions, Debates, speeches etc. were introduced 
and guided with the norms. Students are prepared for the presentation with required props and preparation .The 
teacher made students use a new technique of  enhancing the speech e�ectively by using stories to build the 
content and connect with the audience . The club members are encouraged to use gestures, hand movements and 
facial expressions according to the content presented. Club members elicit in structured conversation and speak in 
English.
The Club follow the words, It is never too late to accomplish the goals. Speak to lead club is the best way to raise your 
voice and let message be heard.   
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Report on toy from trash
We believe that children mainly learn by doing things. Toy from Trash club is an attempt to give confidence to 
children that they can do something better by themselves. 
“To play in the mud was once 'fun', but now it's 'unhealthy'. Childhood is the time to observe, learn, unlearn, and 
connect with nature and surroundings.
In the able guidance of club in charges 52 club members enjoyed and had hands on experience with the basic 
concepts of science.
Moving disc, Rubber band car, Hand fan bottle were made by the members and applied the knowledge of potential 
energy. Members were able to create variety of paper origami with their critical thinking and creativity.
Making of Match box microphone, Doorbell alarm and smart phone projector enhanced their confidence in creating 
and exploring technology at their level.
It's okay to not know but its not okay to not try………………
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GRADE 1 AND 2 INTER HOUSE
REPORT 2020-2021

WORLD EMOJI DAY
To familiarize the studentd with the use of emoji on the internet and the message each emoji conveys and to To 
revise vocabulary related to feelings, emotions and actions. World Emoji Day is a global event observed to celebrate 
the power of emojis for enhancing our everyday conversation. Emoji is a small digital icon becoming popular these 
days and no doubt is an integral part of our conversation. A small digital picture representing an idea, expression, 
look or reaction. Emojis are not only limited to faces; now they also include animals, flowers, planets, alphabets, 
activities, clothes and the list goes on and on.

The students of class I and II celebrated this wonderful, cheerful day  by making wind chimes of Emojis dated on 18th 
July 2020.

BEST OUT OF WASTE
Tiny toddlers of GG International School- Class I & II students - are being introduced to various activities 
and competitions. It is the right time to get them into learning habit & create awareness about preserving 
our mother earth. So teachers have introduced them to the theme of “Best Out Of Waste” through this 
inter house activity. While planning their activity they were guided by their teacher to emphasize on 3 Rs 
i.e. Reduce, Recycle & Reduce. Children participated in the activity with great enthusiasm.  Everybody's 
theme was unique. Teachers received a huge positive response from students. Their e�orts were 
appreciated by everybody. We look forward to organize many more activities for children which will help 
them learn through fun.
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Designing a dress with newspaper

"Creativity is intelligence having fun."
Students learnt and explored the creative, thinking skills and importance of clothes. Craft project of 
making newspaper clothing turned out to be way more fun than imagined. Clothing is one of the basic 
needs of a human being. Everyone enjoys dressing up themselves in a di�erent and in an unique way. 
Student's designed newspaper clothes for themselves, for toys etc. The students of Grade I and Grade II, of 
GG International School enjoyed Inter House Activity –“Designing a dress with newspaper”.
The students were very happy and excited to design newspaper clothes. They showcased their talent, 
their imaginative thinking and creative skills, by making beautiful, innovative di�erent dress patterns by 
using newspapers. Both the teachers and the students enjoyed and loved the activity.
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Preschool

Rahatani
GGIS Atha, Behind Akash Ganga Society,
Rahatani, Pimple Saudagar, Pune - 411017

Pimpri
GG INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL

S.NO.174-177, Swarganga, Vallabhnagar,
Pimpri, Pune - 411018

Chinchwad
GGIS Atha, 1st Floor, Ganga Ashiyana,
Thergaon, Chinchwad, Pune - 411019

Bavdhan
GG INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL

Ganga Legend, Bavdhan, Pune - 411021

www.myggis.org | www.ggisatha.org | 9503087770 


